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Abstrak
Jaringan  client  server  memungkinkan  untuk  terbentuknya  efesiensi  dan  efektivitas

dalam  aktivitas  kelompok  yang  dimiliki,  seperti  berbagi  sumber  daya.  Meningkatkan
perkembangan  teknologi  beriringan  juga  dengan  meningkatnya  tingkat  kejahatan  yang
disebabkan  dengan  teknologi.  Kejahatan  yang  menggunakan teknologi  tetap  meninggalkan
jejak  yang  dapat  ditelurusi  sehingga  dapat  disebut  dengan  digital  forensic.  Digital  forensic
biasanya dilakukan satu persatu tiap komputer dan menyebabkan membutuhkan waktu yang
lebih  lama.  Melihat  permasalah  tersebut  maka penelitian  ini  membahas mengenai  rancang
bangun aplikasi forensic pada jaringan client server dengan metode live forensic dan socket
programming untuk melakukan forensic  dengan cara bersamaan dalam satu waktu.Aplikasi
menggunakan  Java  socket  untuk  membangun  hubungan  antara  server  dengan  client  dan
metode life forensic untuk mengumpulkan data ketika client masih dalam keadaan hidup. Hasil
yang  didapatkan  ketika  membangun  aplikasi  adalah  aplikasi  mampu  untuk  melakukan
pengambilan data dari seluruh client yang berupa data gambar tangkapan layar, data RAM, dan
snapshot disk dari client secara bersamaan.

Kata  kunci:  Aplikasi  Client Server,  Life Forensic,  Akuisisi  Data,  Pemgrograman  Socket,
Pemrograman Desktop

Abstract
Client server networks allow for creating efficiency and effectiveness in doing activity

with teamwork, such as sharing resources. Improving technological development goes hand in
hand with increasing crime rates caused by technology. Crimes that use technology still leave a
trace that can be traced so that it can be paralleled with digital forensics. Digital forensics are
usually done one by one per computer and cause it  to take longer time to get evidence in
criminal act. Looking at the problem, this study discusses the design of forensic applications on
client server networks with live forensic methods and socket programming to perform forensics
at the same time. Applications use Java sockets to establish a connection between the server
and the client and the elevator method. The result of this study is server can collect data, like
data of RAM, captured image, and snapshot disk from clients.

Keywords:  Client  Server Application,  Life Forensic,  Data Acquisition,  Socket Programming,
Desktop Programming

1. Introduction
Computer networks and telecommunications are already an important part of life. The

utilization of computer networks either wired or wirelessly has been improved and is easy to use
[1]. The use of computer networks is useful for increasing effectiveness and efficiency, such as
the existence of client and server-based network applications.

The use of client and server-based network applications is widely applied in offices on
corporate  networks,  which  makes  it  possible  to  share  resources  between  clients [2].  The
implementation of a client server network is considered to provide advantages to increase the
productivity of network users, with a device that is used as a tool for receive request services
sent by client devices  [3]. Application creation with client server architecture, can use socket
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programming technology. Socket is a terminal that connects the client with the server in order to
communicate  with  each  other  [4].  Socket  allows  for  two  nodes  to  be  able  to  exchange
information in two directions. The exchange of information can be carried out with the help of
protocols  TCP  (Transmission  Control  Protocol).  The  TCP  protocol  is  a  standard  or  data
communication  rule  used  for  the  process  of  exchanging  data  between  interconnected
computers in a network based on connection oriented [5].

The existence of applications or technologies used can open new gaps to generate
risks  that  can arise  [6].  This  risk  can cause damage to  the  computer  system or  computer
network system, resulting an unwanted harm. Losses that occur due to the use of loopholes,
can be investigated so that  the cause can be known and used as a reference to improve
computer security [7].

An investigation to  obtain  evidence when a case occurs in  the computer  world  is
called digital forensic  [8]. The digital forensic stage is similar to the forensic stage in general,
except that the forensic process is carried out on a computer device [9]. There are various types
of digital forensics, one of which is live forensic. Live forensic makes it possible to obtain data in
the state that a device is still alive, such as  from volatile memory to get more evidence to solve
the problem that is owned [10]. The existence of Life forensic makes it possible to collect data
stored by RAM when the computer is alive, so that the data obtained by the data makes it easier
to use it as evidence.

Supriyono et al in a previous study discussed the use of life forensics to collect digital
evidence on smart routers [11]. Life forensic is used to conduct investigations to obtain digital
evidence on processes occurring on the network through smart  routers.  Larasati  et  al  in  a
previous study discussed the use of life forensics to compare conversational applications on the
Windows 10 operating system. Evidence was obtained by analyzing RAM data when using
conversational  applications  [6].  Khurniawan  et  al  in  a  previous  study  discussed  network
monitoring tools using Java autonomous agents [12]. The research discussed the formation of
applications aimed at monitoring clients with the Java programming language and assistance
from  the  SNMP  (Simple  Network  Management  Protocol)  protocol.   Cordova  in  previous
research  discussing  designing  applications  with  socket  programming  [13].  Applications  are
formed with socket programming technology and Java programming language. The application
formed is the OBS (Optel Billing Service) client server application. 

Based on previous research and problems regarding the investigation of problems that
occur in computer networks that have not been able to carry out investigations of all network
devices. The author wants to form a client server-based application to be able to perform live
forensics on the client using Java, Java Swing and MySQL server. Java is one of the popular
programming languages that can be used to create any kind of application, such as desktop,
mobile, IOT [14], Java Swing Java Swing is a Java technology intended to be able to create
GUI-based Java applications for the development of desktop applications that can be run cross-
platform [15], and MySQL is a DMS (Database Management System) that uses SQL (Structured
Query Language) commands to be able to manage database servers to store data  [16]. The
purpose of forming the application is to be able to collect evidence thoroughly and at the same
time and can be controlled from the server.

2. Research Method
Research  methods for  the  formation  of  applications  consist  of  several  stages.  An

overview of the research method can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Research Methodology



Figure  1  shows  the  stages  in  the  formation  of  an  application  that  is  used  as  a  research
methodology. The stages of formation of the application consist of five stages. The first stage is
the analysis stage, which is the stage of analyzing the needs of the application. The design
stage is a stage for designing workflows or process flows and display design for applications.
The coding stage is a stage to implement the results of the design into the form of program code
and into an application. The testing stage is the stage to try the application when the application
has  been  completed,  the  type  of  testing  used  is  black  box  testing.  The  last  stage  is
maintenance, the stage of maintaining the application so that it can always be used, if there are
additional features or bugs in the application, the stages will repeat to the analysis stage and so
on.

3. Material and Method
The analysis and design process produces a method that will be applied to form the

application. A general description is an overview that displays the process flow of the application
in general. An overview can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2 General Overview

The server application serves as a control unit to receive administrator requests and
send commands to the entire client,  and save data to disk or into a  database server.  The
workflow of the application can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Flowchart Getting Data from Client



4. Result and Discussion
4.1 System Implementation

The implantation of  the system consists of  several  parts,  such as the main menu
section,  the  online  client  viewing  menu,  the  menu  of  viewing  disk  snapshots,  viewing  the
collected data, and viewing log data of activities carried out by the admin.

Figure 4 Main Menu

Figure 4 shows the main menu of the application. The main menu consists of several
components that serve to make it easier for administrators to use the application. The online
client button serves to see the client connected to the server. The collected RAM and collected
SS buttons serve to  see the data  that  has been collected.  Show logs button to  view data
collection activity log and show path button to view and configure excluded path data.

Figure 5 Online Client

Figure 5 shows the online client menu. The online client menu consists of several
constituent components that aim to display clients connected to the server. There is a table that
displays the number information, the name of the client, the IP address of the client and the
action button to  perform disk snapshot  commands on the selected client.  There is  a  home
button that functions to return to the main menu, a collect RAM button which functions to collect



RAM  data  from  all  clients  connected  to  the  server,  and  a  collected  SS  button  to  collect
screenshot data from all clients connected to the server.

Figure 6 Snapshot Disk

Figure 6 shows a menu for performing a disk snapshot process on one of the clients
that connect to the server. The disk snapshot menu is a menu that functions to view and collect
file data owned by the selected client directly. The disk snapshot menu displays the client name
and  IP  address  accompanied  by  file  or  directory  information  owned  by  the  client.  The
information displayed is the name of the file or directory (file), the path the file was saved, the
owner of the file or directory, the time the file was formed, the last time to access the file, the
last time to modify the file, whether the file is a directory, the size of the file in bytes and the
action buttons to enter the directory or take the file to be used as evidence. There is also a
snapshot this disk button that functions to store a log of directory information displayed by the
disk snapshot menu.

Figure 7 Collected Data RAM

Figure 7 is a menu to view RAM data from one of the clients on a certain date that has
been collected  previously.  The  menu displaying  RAM data  is  intended to  show RAM data
information that has been successfully collected by the server. The information displayed on the
menu is the number of service, the process id of the running application service, the name of
the process, where the process was run, the time the process was run, and the length of time
the process ran in units of minutes.



Figure 8 Log Activity

Figure 8 is a menu to show logs of data collection activities from clients carried out by
the admin. The logs feature is intended to show the history of admin activities when retrieving
data, so that the data retrieved can be accounted for and the admin does not retrieve data
arbitrarily. The logs are stored in a database that stores data on RAM data ownership activities,
screenshots, disk snapshots, and one of the files obtained from the client.

4.2 Testing
Testing is a process to try applications that have been made. Testing is aimed at

ensuring that the application is running properly. The type of testing used in this study was using
black box testing. Testing is done by connecting several clients on the server and trying to run
the features possessed by the application. The following are the results of testing and scenarios
from the process of trying the application that has been created.

Figure 9 All Client Connected to Server

Figure 9 shows several clients that have successfully connected to the server. The
image shows five clients connected to the server that the data will be tried to retrieve as digital
evidence.



Figure 10 Collected Images

Figure 10 shows that it has successfully collected image data obtained from all clients
at the same time. Image data collection is carried out by pressing the SS collect button. Image
data is grouped into a directory called from the date of capture of the image data and is named
according to the client who owns the image data. Image data is compressed into a zip file so
that  it  is  easier  to  send data  from the client  to  the server  because the  number  of  images
collected is more than one.

Figure 11 Result Image from Client

Figure 11 shows the results of one of the images successfully received by the server.
The image indicates that the server has succeeded in asking the client to collect data according
to the administrator's request which will  later be used as digital evidence. The result  of the
collection of disk snapshots can be seen in Figure 12

Figure 12 Result of Snapshot Disk



The result of the disk snapshot is in the form of file or directory name information in a
path that collected. The purpose of taking a disk snapshot is to record the activity of a file or
directory owned by the client.  Information that is felt to be strange, such as strange activity
dates, can be stored and used as evidence. The testing scenarios carried out can be seen in
Table 1.

 
Table 1 Scenario Testing

Testing
Activities Test Scenarios Expected results Test Results Conclusion

View client 
data connected
to the server

Enter the Show
Client Online 
menu

Can see all 
clients connected
to the server 
along with 
personal data 
from the client

Can see all 
clients 
connected to the
server along 
with personal 
data from client

Fulfilled

Retrieve 
screen capture
data that has 
been collected 
by each Client

Pressing the 
Collect SS 
button

Get all the 
screenshot data 
that has been 
collected by each
client

Get all the 
screenshot data 
that has been 
collected by 
each client

Fulfilled

Take a disk 
snapshot data 
from one of the
clients

Pressing the 
Snapshot This 
Disk button

Get information 
about the 
specified disk 
path from one of 
the clients

Get information 
about the 
specified disk 
path from one of
the clients

Fulfilled

5. Conclusion
The conclusion of this study is that the application can provide information about the

client connected to the server accompanied by name and IP address information. The server
through the application is able to collect RAM data, screenshots, and disk snapshots owned by
the connected client. Administrators can view data that has been collected by the server through
the application or is arranged by the application to a predefined directory for the data that has
been stored. The results of data collection carried out by the server are expected to be able to
be used as digital evidence in digital forensic activities.
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